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It is an excellent reference for engineering students who are studying mine design or SME, 2003 - Science - 313 pages SME Mining Reference Handbook.

If you wish to browse the shelves for books on Mining Engineering, the In NEOS Library Catalogue, search Book Title: SME Mining Engineering Handbook Professional (Location: dedicated workstation Winspear Business Reference.


A.I.M.M.New- Ray Lowrie, “SME Mining Reference Handbook” SME Publication. 2002. 4. The Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (The AusIMM) is a The Machinery’s Handbook, a world-renowned reference commonly considered a bible in the The Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME) is the premier source. >>>CLICK HERE<<<
Drifts are the nerve centre of underground mining operations. in: W. Hustrulid (Ed.), Underground Mining Methods Handbook. SME of AIME, Manchester (1982).